	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

2015 Jumping Screens Comedy Workshop
Participant Bios and Social Stats
MIKEY BUSTOS
Mikey Bustos is a Canadian-born Filipino singer/song writer/performer,
comedian, actor, video maker, and online personality. Also known as the
"Ambassador of Filipinos On The Internet", he is best known for his witty
Filipino-themed and musical videos, both comedic and serious, on YouTube and
Facebook.
Mikey was the seventh runner up finalist in Canadian Idol Season One in 2003,
being the first Filipino to make the top finals in any Idol show in any country. He
was also the first Filipino singer to sing on a Canadian Gold-selling record, when
the Canadian Idol Compilation CD released and sold over 60,000 units across
Canada in 2003. During his career, he has released three original music albums,
several EPs and singles, all of which are available on iTunes, Spotify, and other
music retailers.
He is currently based in Manila, Philippines where he works as a singer and
performer, TV actor, event host, and morning radio host DJ on Magic 89.9 FM.
He is an active YouTube Creator under Maker Studios, running the YouTube
Channel “Mikey Bustos”: youtube.com/user/MikeyBustosVideos.
He is also brand endorser in the Philippines for Samsung, Globe, Nescafe, Acer,
Lazada, Gold's Gym, Cebu Pacific Air, Standard Appliances, and others, as well
as the face of the popular Mang Juan Chicharron/Shingaling/Korniks snacks for
which Mikey appeared in a series of TV commercials. He has worked with
international brands and corporations including Walt Disney Pictures, Al Gore,
and the NBA through viral video collaboration via Mikey's Youtube and
Facebook videos.
Mikey is also the founder and owner of AntsCanada (antscanada.com) the
world's leading online supplier and manufacturer of ant farms. He has appeared
on Animal Planet and Discovery Channel talking about ants, and also runs the
AntsCanada YouTube channel.
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Social Overview
YouTube subscribers: 204,383
YouTube Total Views (since 2006): 35,770,337
Twitter Followers: @MikeyBustos 96.2K
Facebook Followers: 579K
Facebook.com/mikeybustos
Google+ Followers: 2,953 | Google+ Views: 1,252,585
plus.google.com/+MikeyBustosPinoyboy/posts
Instagram Followers: @MikeyBustos 33.2K
*Stats as of June 3, 2015

LATOYA FOREVER
In early 2010, LaToya entered the online social scene capturing the hearts of
video viewers from all around the world. LaToya’s charisma and incredible wit
are among the few traits she is known for when expressing her candid opinions.
Born in Scarborough, Ontario to Trinidadian parents, LaToya is the eldest of
eight children. When she was entering middle school her mother decided to
pursue a college education in the U.S. Arriving to the U.S. wasn’t such a
comfortable experience for LaToya; the family often found themselves moving
from home to home depending on help from church friends. While continuously
having to pack up her bags, she never really had the opportunity to develop
strong relationships with friends. With the desire to express her feelings, LaToya
picked up a digital camera and began recording an open-diary video series on
YouTube. She now has a diverse collection of video topics ranging from daily
vlogs, “Ask LaToya: Q&A”, “Outfit of the Day”, trending topics, parodies, and
relationship videos – all of which led to the formation of an interactive fan base.
It’s apparent that her supporters adore her; she surely puts smiles on their faces.
Even when she covers serious topics, she always adds a comical spin. Her ability
to articulate her thoughts with such boldness and affluence is what keeps
viewers coming back for more.
Presently, LaToya has more than 1,200,000 subscribers combined on her two
YouTube channels, and the exclusive access to a captivated audience has
provided her with numerous career opportunities, such as media appearances
both in print and on screen.
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In November 2012, LaToya was announced as a host for VIBE TV at the
American Music Awards. As VIBE host, she interviewed a number of stars,
including J Cole about his album “Born Sinner”, as well as Destorm Power.
LaToya Forever’s network is extremely loyal to the self-built brand and is also the
motivation behind her unique talents. Her gift of connecting with people is one
to be treasured. In fact, one follower quoted, “Whenever I am having a down
day, I always watch LaToya’s videos and it leaves me with a smile.” LaToya
believes in positive entertainment and often leaves a favourable, yet helpful,
impression on everyone who has been enticed by her. Her over the top persona
and style is catching the attention of many Internet users, industry movers and
shakers, and most recently, BPMtv.
With trend-setting style as vibrant as her personality, LaToya Forever has seen
additional viewership traction since releasing her daily-vlog series. The show
focuses on the day-to-day aspects of being a mother, wife, friend, and lover.
Meanwhile, LaToya is devoted to using her ever-growing video platform to
uplift, motivate and inspire her followers – the majority consisting of young
females (84 per cent), such as herself. She explains, “I am certainly blessed by
God for allowing me to uplift people’s moods through my fun personality. I am
not perfect but that’s cool … At least I’m comfortable in my own skin.”
Social Overview
YouTube Subscribers:
Channel 1: 830,187
Channel 2: 422,322
YouTube Total Views (since 2009):
Channel 1 (LaToya Forever): 72,665,938
Channel 2 (LaToya’s Life): 42,554,492
Twitter Followers: @latoyaforever 67.8K
Facebook Likes: 353K
Facebook.com/latoyaforever
Google+ Followers: 23,168 | Google + Views: 9,286,823
plus.google.com/+latoyaforever/posts
Instagram Followers: @LaToyaForever 297K
*Stats as of June 3, 2015
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NEXTTIME PRODUCTIONS
Brothers Harley and Darren Morenstein co-founded NextTime Productions in
2011. Since then, the Montreal-based production company has created and
produced several web series, three YouTube channels, two cookbooks and has
amassed over 7 million subscribers.
Their flagship show, Epic Meal Time, has grown to be the number one online
cooking show in the world. Through their properties and digital success,
NextTime Productions has co-produced two television shows, the most recent
being a 22-episode series entitled Epic Meal Empire, a reality-based show on
the success of its creator and talent, Harley Morenstein. NextTime Productions is
currently in pre-production for another television series on FYI Network, the
newest channel under the A&E Network.
NextTime Productions has worked with premier companies, including Yoshimoto
Entertainment, Hearst Communications, Netflix, Anheuser Busch and others.
NextTime Productions has collaborated on several projects with stars such as
Arnold Schwarzennegger, James Franco, Seth Rogen, Deadmau5, Tony Hawk,
Simon Cowell and Jamie Oliver.
NextTime Productions is a multi-media production company with offices in
Montreal and Ottawa.

HARLEY MORENSTEIN
Harley Morenstein, Canadian born Internet host and creator of the YouTube
channel Epic Meal Time, began his career as a substitute high school teacher in
his hometown of Montreal, Quebec. During this period, he toiled away in his
spare time experimenting with video productions.
Harley finally found his own karat of Internet gold, Epic Meal Time, a high
calorie, booze-driven online cooking show that was originally spawned out of a
"cheat meal" he and his friends created amidst an endeavor to promote health
and fitness. When true irony was exactly what the Internet ordered, Harley saw
the opportunity, and ran with it.
In October of 2010, after only two weeks of Epic Meal Time, the number of
views was so staggering Harley was forced to quit his teaching job, and focus his
attention on production. Along with his brother, Darren, their video production
company NextTime Productions has created five web shows, three YouTube
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channels, two cookbooks, and amassed over 7 million subscribers. Harley and
his crew of lumberjacks in the kitchen now have the number one online cooking
show and he has also produced 22 episodes of Epic Meal Empire on FYI, the
newest channel under the A&E network, all earning Harley his place on Forbes’
Magazine 2015 list of 30 under 30 entertainers.

DARREN MORENSTEIN
Darren Morenstein is Co-Founder and Managing Director of NextTime
Productions. Along with his brother Harley, they create and produce Epic Meal
Time, the widely successful YouTube channel. Darren has helped grow the
Montreal-based production company into one of the top influencer channels on
YouTube. Epic Meal Time is currently the number one online cooking show.
With a Masters degree in teaching and a decade of experience as an educator,
Darren made the leap to producing online content in 2010.
As Managing Director, Darren has created and developed strategic partnerships
with various online networks to monetize their channel’s views. Through creative
and thoughtful integrations and strategic collaborations in the industry, Darren
has helped position NextTime Productions and their properties as one of the
more exciting companies to work with for online advertising and marketing
campaigns.
Some of the companies that have worked with NextTime Productions include
The Collective, Yoshimoto Entertainment, CH Media, MSN, Trion Worlds, Hearst
Communications, Netflix, Anheuser Busch and Ubisoft.
Some of the collaborations that have worked with NextTime Productions include
Arnold Schwarzenegger, James Franco, Seth Rogen, Deadmau5, Tony Hawk,
Simon Cowell and Jamie Oliver.
Darren has been an Executive Producer for two U.S. television programs based
off of their YouTube properties, with a third series currently in pre-production.
Social Overview
YouTube subscribers: 6,791,062
YouTube Total Views (since 2010): 807,206,421
Twitter Followers:
@EpicMealTime 528K
@HarleyPlays 421K
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Facebook Likes: 1,276,732
Facebook.com/EpicMealTime
Google+ Followers: 403,730 | Google+ Views: 34,019,729
https://plus.google.com/+epicmealtime/posts
Instagram Followers: @harleyplays 489k
*Stats as of June 3, 2015
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